REPORT
on the 16th FIEP European Congress
and
FIEP Delegates Meeting
Dubrovnik
8th – 11th of April 2021

The 16th FIEP European Congress together with 18th Annual Scientific Conference of Montenegrin Sports Academy was held from 8th – 11th April 2021 in Dubrovnik. Topic of the congress was “Sport, Physical Education, Physical Activity and Health: Contemporary Perspectives”. Congress was organized by the Montenegrin Sports Academy, University of Montenegro and its partners. Special thanks belong to the FIEP national delegates of Montenegro Stevo Popovic and Jovan Gardasevic and to the chair of Organising Committee Dusko Bjelica and to all others, who participated on a preparation of this important event. Organisation of event was influenced by Covid-19 pandemic. Event was organised face to face and also on-line. Stevo Popovic (Montenegro) and Wesley O’Brien (Ireland) were awarded by “FIEP Europe Thulin Award 2021”.

FIEP Delegates Meeting
(9th of April 2021)

FIEP delegates’ meeting was held on 9th April 2021 in Dubrovnik with opportunity for the delegates to participate on-line. Participants of the meeting were: Almir Gruhn (Brazil), FIEP World President, Branislav Antala (Slovakia), FIEP World International Vice-president, Rudolfo Buenaventura (Argentina) FIEP World General Secretary, Manuel Guerrero (Mexico), FIEP World Vice-president for Nord America, Milka Gonzales (Panama), FIEP World Vice-president for Middle America, Dario Novak (Croatia), FIEP Europe General Secretary, Airikki Pousi (Finland), FIEP Europe Vice-presidents, Stefania Cazzoli (Italy), President of FIEP Europe APA section, Sergei Ivashchenko (Ukraine), President of FIEP World and Europe Olympic section, and other members of FIEP World and Europe Director boards and FIEP national delegates and assistant national delegates from different countries.

1. New FIEP National Delegates (ND), Assistant National Delegates (AND)

During FIEP delegates meeting new FIEP national and assistant national delegates were confirmed, namely:

- Poland – Magdalena LELONEK (ND)
- Greece – Aspasia DANIA (ND)
- Montenegro - Jovan GARDASEVIC (ND)
- Bosnia & Herzegovina – Kristina Pantelic BABIC (ND)
- Lebanon – Nadim NASSIF (ND)
- Saudi Arabia – Ahmed YAMANI (ND), Peter ŠAGÁT (AND, Peter BARTÍK (AND)
2. FIEP World Elections for Period 2021 – 2024

FIEP General Assembly with elections for period 2021 - 2024 was held on 30th of December 2020 online. A summary of the results is as follows:

**FIEP World Executive Board**

President: Almir GRUHN (Brazil)  
International Vice-president: Branislav ANTALA (Slovakia)  
General Secretary: Rubalfo Pablo BUENAVENTURA (Argentina)  
Secretary: André NESSI (Brazil)  
Treasurer General: Fabio André CASTILHA (Brazil)  
Treasurer: Paulo Ernesto ANTONELLI (Brazil)

**FIEP World Regional Vice – presidents:**

Africa: Djibril SECK (Senegal)  
Asia: Eng Hoe WEE (Malaysia)  
Caribe: Arnaldo Rivero FUXA (Cuba)  
Central America: Milka GONZALES (Panama)  
North America: Manuel GUERRERO (Mexico)  
South America: José FERNANDES Filho (Brazil)  
Europe: Branislav ANTALA (Slovakia) to April 2021, Dario NOVAK (Croatia)  
Oceania: Dean DUDLEY (Australia)

**Presidents of FIEP World International Sections:**

Scientific Section: José FERNANDES Filho (Brazil)  
PE and School Section: Ken HARDMAN (Great Britain)  
Education Olympic Section: Sergii IVASHCHENKO (Ukraine)  
Adapted Physical Education and Sport Section: Ivaldo BRANDAO (Brazil)  
History Section: José Luis Pastor PRADILLE (Spain)  
Physical Education and Sport for the Aged Section: Mohamed SEBBANE (Algeria)  
Sport for All Section: Gurmeet SINGH (India)  
Section of Recreation and Leisure: Gheorghe BALINT (Romania)  
PE and Sport Management Section: José Antonio RODRIGUES (Venezuela)

**FIEP World Director Board:**

Maristella de LIMA (Panama), Jorge ACOSTA (Paraguay), Nenad ZIVANOVIC (Serbia), Xueshuang WANG (China), Araikki POUSI (Finland), Carlos RAMIREZ (Argentina), Patrice RANAIVOSO (Madagascar), Domingo Blasquez SANCHEZ (Spain), Dario COLLELA (Italy), Arunas EMELJANOVAS (Lithuania), Hector José PERALTA (Colombia), Giyasettin DEMIRHAN (Turkey), Luis Felipe ALVARES del Cid (Guatemala), Enric Sebastiani OBRADOR (Spain – Catalunya), Fedor SOBYANIN (Russia), Eve R. BERNSTEIN (USA), Imen ben AMAR (Tunisia), Toshiko SUGINO (Japan), Juel JARANI (Albania), Valdeci da Silveira BARBOSA (Brazil)

**International Advisory Committee**

Viktor MATSUDO (Brazil), Lamartine Pereira D’COSTA (Brazil), Henrique Eduardo DE ROSE (Brazil)

The FIEP Europe President Branislav Antala (Slovakia) together with FIEP Europe General Secretary Dario Novak (Croatia) presented a summary of most important FIEP Europe activities during the period 2017 – 2020.

1. FIEP Europe management

FIEP Europe President - Branislav ANTALA (Slovakia)
FIEP Europe General Secretary - Dario NOVAK (Croatia)
FIEP Europe Vice-president for North Europe - Airikki POUSI (Finland)
FIEP Europe Vice-president for West Europe - Catherine CARTY (Ireland)
FIEP Europe Vice-president for East Europe - Gheorghe BALINT (Romania)
FIEP Europe Vice-president for South Europe - Enric Sebastià OBRADOR (Spain)

FIEP Europe International Sections (Presidents)

Physical Education and Sport in Schools Section - Ken HARDMAN (Great Britain)
Sport for All Section - Goran VRBANAC (Croatia)
Olympic Education Section - Sergei IVASHCHENKO (Ukraine)
Adapted Physical Activities Section - Stefania CAZZOLI (Italy)
Physical Education and Sport History Section - Nenad ŽIVANOVIC (Serbia)
Section of Recreation and Leisure Activities - Jana VAŠÍČKOVÁ (Czech Republic)
New Leaders Section - Gabriela LUPTÁKOVÁ (Slovakia)
Physical Education Pedagogy Section - Ivan PRSKALO (Croatia)
Scientific Section – Gıyasettin DEMIRHAN (Turkey)

FIEP Europe Special Committee for Interinstitutional Cooperation and Partnership

President: Dario NOVAK (Croatia)
Vice-President: Lubor TOMÁNEK (Slovakia)
Members: Juel JARANI (Albania), Cheikh Tidiane WANE (France), Claude SCHEUER (Luxembourg), Emannouil ADAMAKIS (Greece), Marian MALCEV (Macedonia), Petar PAVLOVIC (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Agustí Castillo CANIZ (Spain – Cataluña), Martin HOLZWEG (Germany)

National Delegates and Assistant National Delegates
2020 - 38 countries

2. Congresses and Conferences

European Congresses
2017 - 12th FIEP European Congress, Luxembourg, 13.9. – 16.9. 2017
2018 - 13th FIEP European Congress, Istanbul, Turkey together with 29th FIEP World Congress
2019 - 14th FIEP European Congress, Barcelona, Spain – Cataluña together with 30th FIEP World Congress, 27.6. - 29.6. 2019
2020 - 15th FIEP European Congress, Vierumaki, Finland together with 32nd FIEP World Congress – postponed to 2022

3. Publications

Books
Physical Education in Primary School: Researches - Best Practices - Situation (2017)
Physical Education in Early Childhood Education and Care: Researches - Best Practices - Situation (2019)
Physical Education in Universities: Researches - Best Practices - Situation (2020)
History of Basketball in Europe (2017)
History of Volleyball in Europe (2018)
History of Table Tennis in Europe (2019)
+others

Journals
FIEP Bulletin (include it in higher indexed databases)
FIEP Bulletin on-line (www.fiepbulletin.net)
Physical Education and Sport through the Centuries (http://fiep-serbia.net/en/journal.html)

Congress Proceedings
FIEP Bulletin – special editions,
CD proceedings

4. Awards

List of awarded persons from Europe - selected FIEP awards:

FIEP International Gold and Silver Cross of Honour of Physical Education (FIEP World)
Gheorghe BALINT (Romania) (2017) – silver cross, Dario NOVAK (Croatia) (2018) – silver cross,

FIEP Physical Education Ambassador (FIEP World)

Medalha Manuel Gomes Tubino (FIEP World)

FIEP Europe Thulin Award (Europe)

Category “Personality”
**Category “Young Teacher, Researcher or Manager”**


FIEP Vladimir Findak Award (Croatia)

Ivan RADMAN (2017), Luka SVILAR (2018), Barbara GILIČ (2020)

FIEP Catalonia Award (Spain – Catalunya)

Enric Sebastiani OBRADOR (2019)

FIEP Commemorative Medal (FIEP World)

Awarded selected representatives of European universities and OC of congresses and conferences.

**5. FIEP New Leaders Program (FNL)**

FNL program for university students or young teachers was carried out in 2015 with an intention to enable young people to interact with broader scientific community. FNL project was organised during FIEP Europe Congresses:

- Banja Luka, Bosna and Herzegovina, 2016 – 8 participants,
- Luxembourg, 2017 – 14 participants,
- Istanbul, Turkey, 2018 – 11 participants,
- Barcelona, Spain - Catalunya, 2019 – 20 participants

53 new leaders from 15 European countries took part in the project during the years 2016 - 2020, hosted for free (congress fee, accommodation and meals) by the Organizing Committees of the congresses. They actively participated in the events with their poster or oral presentations. In 2017 was created FIEP Europe International section:

Name of Section: **FIEP Europe New Leaders International Section**

President: Gabriela Luptáková (Slovakia)
Vice-presidents: Agustí Castillo Cañiz (Spain – Catalunya) Gunay Yidzer (Turkey),
Seat: FIEP Europe offices in Bratislava, Slovakia

FNL in position of FIEP national delegates, assistant national delegates: Cataluña: Agustí Castillo Cañiz, Greece: Emmanouil Adamakis, Slovakia: Gabriela Luptáková, Montenegro: Jovan Gardašević, Czech Republic: Michal Votrček

The FNL program was organized in Asia during the 3rd FIEP Asia Conference on PE and Sport for the first time, held from 1st – 3rd June 2018 in Kuala Lumpur.

**6. Physical Education World-wide Survey**

4th Physical Education World-wide Survey prepared by UNESCO in cooperation with FIEP is realised from 2017 to 2021. Survey is organised in two line “Book’s line” and “Questionnaire line”. 4 books were already published. Questionnaire line of the survey in Europe was realised in end of 2020 and beginning of 2021 and it was collected more than 1000 questionnaires completed by of PE teachers from 53 European countries/regions.
7. FIEP Europe International Relationships

Network Partnerships
International Olympic Committee (IOC)
FIEP is “Recognised Organisation” by IOC
International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education (ICSSPE)
FIEP representatives (Antala, Dasheva) were Executive board members (2010 – 2018)
FIEP representatives (Pousi, Antala) were members of Development Committee (2017 – 2020)
Statutory meetings
UNESCO
MINEPS VI (Russia, 2017)
AIESEP, ISCPES, IAPESGW, IFAPA, ICCE
International Committee of Sport Pedagogy of ICSSPE
European Physical Education Association (EUPEA)
PE Alliance
National PE Teachers Associations
CAPDI (Italy), HRKS (Croatia), ZUTŠV (Slovakia) etc.
Conseil Européen des Recherches en Éducation Physique et Sportive (CEREPS)
Luxembourg
Agreements with Universities, Faculties (worldwide)

8. FIEP endorsements

Annual conference “Youth in the Perspective of the Olympic Movement” (Brasov, Romania)
Annual International Scientific Conference (Bacau, Romania)
Annual International Conference “Anthropological and Teo-anthropological Views on Physical
Activity from Time of Constantine the Great to Modern Times” (Kopaonik, Serbia)
International Scientific Conferences (Galati, Bucharest, Targu Jui in Romania)
International Conference on Kinesiology (Opatija, Croatia)
Project SBAM - Sport, Wellness, Diet, and Mobility (University of Foggia, Italy)
ERASMUS + project “LUDUS” (Turkey)
ERASMUS + project “New Health 2022” (Nederland)
+ others

9. Varia

FIEP was present on:
Different websites:
FIEP World (www.fiep.net)
FIEP Europe (www.fiepeurope.eu)
FIEP Brazil (www.fiepbrasil.org)
FIEP Romania (www.fiepromania.ro)
FIEP Catalunya: (www.fiepcatalunya.cat)
FIEP Serbia: (http://fiep-serbia.net)
etc. + news
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube
4. FIEP Europe Action Plan 2021 - 2024

After eight years of working in two FIEP leading positions (FIEP World International Vice-president, FIEP Europe President) Branislav Antala proposed change in position of FIEP Europe President for period 2021 – 2024 due increased number of obligations in his position of FIEP World International Vice-president during Covid-19 pandemic and his responsibilities related preparation of worldwide celebrations of 100 anniversaries of FIEP in 2023. He recommends for this position Dario Novak, many years FIEP Europe General Secretary. Branislav Antala will give continuing support to Dario Novak in his new position and will help him as an advisor and chair of FIEP Europe secretariat in Bratislava.

Dario Novak is an associate professor at the University of Zagreb and a research associate at Institute for Anthropological Research, Croatia and represents new younger FIEP generation. He received his Ph.D. in sports science from University of Zagreb in 2010. He is a postdoctoral fellow of Columbia University, New York and Harvard University, Boston. Dario Novak’s research interests lie in integrated and holistic approaches in the field of human health & performance. An editor of one book and author of over 200 publications in scientific and sports journals, Dario Novak has offered several keynote and invited presentations, and over 50 conference paper presentations. He has received both the FIEP Europe Thulin Award 2011 from the International Federation of Physical Education (FIEP Europe) and International FIEP Cross of Honor Award from the International Federation of Physical Education (FIEP World). In 2017 was recognized by the FIEP Mexico at Mexico City where he has received the Medalla Prof. Adolfo Pérez Acosta as an outstanding scholar for his contributions to educational research. In addition, he was the recipient of the 2015, 2016 and 2017 University of Zagreb, Faculty of Kinesiology, Best Young Scientists Award. In 2018 the National Science Awards Committee, formed by the Croatian Parliament, has selected Doctor Novak for precious Annual Award for Junior Researcher. It is granted to the outstanding young scientists in recognition of their scientific and research activities. In 2019 he received the Ambassador of Physical Education Award for human health and performance promotion. He speaks excellently English. He is involved in FIEP work already more as fifteen years and he served last eight years as a FIEP Europe General Secretary.

Basic structure and ideas of FIEP Europe Action Plan 2021 – 2024 are already prepared. Dario Novak will lead final preparative works on FIEP Europe Action Plan. Plan will includes also updated of FIEP structure and positions. During next two mounts (May - June 2021) Dario Novak would like to discuss with FIEP Europe Vice-presidents, presidents of FIEP Europe International sections and national delegates draft proposal of Action plan and after implementation of their comments he would like to finally present it no later as 31th of July 2021.

5. FIEP Europe Awarding in 2021 – 2022

FIEP International Jury Selected for FIEP Awards next personalities:

- FIEP Europe Thulin Award 2021 - Stevo POPOVIC (Montenegro) and Wesley O’BRIEN (Ireland)
- FIEP Europe Thulin Award 2022 - Duško BJELICA (Montenegro) and Oleg Vladimirovich BEKETOV (Russia)
- FIEP Physical Education Ambassador 2021-2022 - Fedor SOBYANIN (Russia), Stefania CAZZOLI (Italy)

Next awarded personalities will be selected gradually, list of awarded persons is open.
6. 4th UNESCO + FIEP Physical Education World-wide Survey

The FIEP Europe General Secretary Dario Novak (Croatia) presented info about 4th Physical Education World-wide Survey prepared by UNESCO in cooperation with FIEP and realized from 2017 to 2021. Survey is organised in two line “Book’s line” and “Questionnaire line”. 4 books were already published. Questionnaire line of the survey had 2 levels – ministerial and school levels. FIEP is responsible especially for school level of questionnaire. For example, collection of questionnaires in Europe was realised in end of 2020 and beginning 2021 and it was collected more than 1000 questionnaires completed by PE teachers from 53 European countries/regions. Actually, we are working on evaluation of results and UNESCO would like to present basic results during MINEPS VII conference planned to be held this year in Nairobi in Kenya. We would like to thank all FIEP national delegates for their support and help during collections of questionnaires. This project represents example of effective team work on international level.

7. FIEP publication 2021 – special edition „Physical Activity and Health Aspects of the COVID-19 Pandemic”

In 2021 FIEP is planning to publish a special edition book „Physical Activity and Health Aspects of the COVID-19 Pandemic”. The objective is to publish applied scientific research that creates new and improves existing knowledge about the COVID-19 pandemic and enhancing society’s resilience to emergency situations, with an emphasis on the improvement and protection of physical activity and health of the population. Research topics include: physical activity and health consequences of the COVID-19 infection, health policies (e.g., enforced lock-downs) impact on human physical activity and health, social capital characterization of the disease and improving physical education teaching methods and educational curriculum for achieving optimal health outcomes at all levels of education, including special focus on vulnerable groups.

We are offering the opportunity to contribute a “chapter” article for publication to FIEP delegates, members and friends.

- Project coordinators: Damir Knjaz – University of Zagreb, Croatia, Dario Novak – University of Zagreb, Croatia, Branislav Antala - Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovakia
- Sending articles in electronic version to e-mail: dario.novak@kif.hr with c/c to branislav.antala@uniba.sk
- Language: English or French
- Deadline for sending articles: 30th of April 2021
- Planning edition – September 2021
- Article requirements: range – max. 10 pages; structure of the article – title, author/authors (first name and surname), workplace, country, e-mail; abstract; key words; text; photos; font: Times New Roman, fond size: 10, line feed: 1.5; references – APA 6

8. FIEP publication 2022 “Physical Education and Physical Activities of Children, Youth and Adults and Healthy Active Living: Researches - Best Practices - Situation”

In 2022 FIEP in cooperation with partners integrated in ERASMUS + project New Health 2022 is planning to publish a book “Physical Education and Physical Activities of Children, Youth and Adults and Healthy Active Living: Researches - Best Practices - Situation” with subtopics:
• Researches - Study /Review on the importance of physical activity and healthy lifestyle promotion, on the effects (benefits) of physical education, physical activities of children, youth and adults on health.
• Best practices: Presentation of the main projects and best practices from different countries in healthy lifestyle promotion.
• Situation – review of physical education, physical activities from point of view of health in different countries, what it needed to do to best promote and implement healthy lifestyle strategies.

We are offering the opportunity to contribute a “chapter” article for publication to FIEP delegates, members and friends.

• Project coordinators: Branislav Antala, Jana Labudová, Adriana Kaplánová (Comenius University in Bratislava, Slovakia), John van Heel (Nederland);
• Sending articles in electronic version to e-mails: adriana.kaplanova@uniba.sk with c/c to branislav.antala@uniba.sk
• Language: English or French
• Deadline for sending articles: 30th of March, 2022
• Planning edition – August 2022

Article requirements: range - max. 10 pages; structure of the article – title, author/authors (first name and surname), workplace, country; abstract; key words; text; photos; font: Times New Roman, fond size: 10, line feed: 1,5; references – APA 6

9. 17th FIEP European Congress, 32nd FIEP World Congress in 2022 – Vierumaki, Finland

Airikki Pousi, FIEP Europe Vice-president, presented information related celebration in Europe, FIEP World President Almir Gruhn (Brazil) presented information about planned activities in worldwide level:
- Main celebrations will be held during FIEP World Congress organised in January 2023 in Foz de Iguazu in Brazil;
- Edition of FIEP World Manifest of Physical Education 2023;
- Publication of special issue of FIEP Bulletin focused on 100 years;
- FIEP logo related 100 anniversaries have to be prepared in different language versions;
- All FIEP national delegates will receive certificate and medal focused on 100 years of FIEP;
- FIEP philatelist section will prepare special issues of stamps focused on 100 years anniversary;

Contact person: Airikki Pousi (airikki.pousi@gmail.com)

10. 100 years of FIEP in 2023

In 2023 FIEP will celebrate 100 anniversaries. Dario Novak, FIEP Europe General Secretary, presented information related celebration in Europe, FIEP World President Almir Gruhn (Brazil) presented information about planned activities in worldwide level:
- FIEP national delegates are asked to prepare proposals of events or activities in different countries related 100 years anniversary and send it to Almir Gruhn, FIEP World President, and Rudolf Buenaventura, FIEP World General Secretary;
- List of planed activities will be presented soon.

11. FIEP Activities in 2021 - 2022

In 2020, 2021 FIEP is planning these most important events:

- **37th FIEP International Congress;** Foz de Iguazu, Brazil; 19.– 23 of January 2022; [https://fiep.net/](https://fiep.net/)
- **4th FIEP Asia Conference on Physical Education;** Tokyo, Japan; September 2021
- **+ all annual congresses in Latin America:** Cordoba (Argentina), Santa Cruz de la Sierra (Bolivia), San Louis Potosi (Mexico), Merida (Venezuela), Puerto Montt (Chile) etc.

*FIEP Activities 2021 – 2022*

- **FIEP Bulletin and FIEP Bulletin on-line**
- **FIEP Awards** (International Cross of Honour, FIEP Top Brazil, FIEP Europe Thulin Award, Aguila de Oro, FIEP Croatia Award etc.)
- **FIEP Virtual Television**
- **FIEP Publications**
- **FIEP Houses of Physical Education** (Brazil, Mexico)
- **FIEP Physical Education Teachers without Borders** (Latin America)
- **FIEP Woman Section** (Latin America)
- **FIEP Websites and Social Networks (FB, TW)**

11. Varia

Agustí Castillo Cañiz (Cataluña) – FIEP national delegate, FIEP New Leaders Vice-president

- FIEP Catalunya national website is now [www.fiepcatalunya.cat](http://www.fiepcatalunya.cat);

Fedor Sobyanin (Russia): FIEP national delegate

- Fedor Sobyanin sends greetings from Russia and wishes to all FIEP delegates to be healthy and safe in these complicate Covid times;
Gregor Jurak (Slovenia): FIEP national delegate

- Invited for participation on online events – 25th of September 2021 (Fitback) and 26th of September 2021 (Youth Sport Conference)

Kristina Pantelic Babic (Bosnia and Herzegovina): new FIEP national delegate

- She remembered Petar Pavlovic, FIEP national delegate, who passed away in 2020. She promised to continue in his work and she would like to present the same quality of work in position of FIEP national delegate as Petar Pavlovic presented many years;
- Book “History of Rugby in Europe” is ready to be finalise and prepare for publishing.

Aspasia Dania (Greece): new FIEP national delegate

- She presented problems with organisation of teaching practice in primary and secondary schools for PE master students in her university during Covid-19 pandemic;

Branislav Antala (Slovakia), FIEP World International Vice-President

- FIEP has developed a cooperation with CONFEJES. FIEP was invited for meetings of CCPFC of CONFEJES. The meetings were held in 2017, 2018 and 2019 in Senegal, Morocco and in Benin. A signature of convention is a result of the cooperation between FIEP and CONFEJES that started in 2015 during the 1st FIEP Afro-European Conference on Physical Education and Sport organized by Institut Royal des Formation des Cadres in Rabat, Morocco. The collaboration will be developed in different areas - research, publications, education of professionals, awarding of personalities and organizations of events.
- FIEP prepares conventions of cooperation with different educational, PE and sport bodies (Universities, Faculties, Teacher organisations etc.) from around the world. Info about all signed conventions will be published in FIEP Bulletin.
- Journal “Physical Education and Sport through the Centuries" International journal “Physical Education and Sport through the Centuries" is published in cooperation with FIEP Serbia and different Universities in Serbia. Call for FIEP national delegates and FIEP members to send articles for next issues. On-line version and more info about journal can be found at: http://fiep-serbia.net/en/journal.html.
- FIEP membership fee:
  Individual and collective members are asked to pay their membership fee. Membership fee is one of the sources for cover different FIEP activities – books, awards, materials, etc. FIEP Executive Board thanks in advance for a payment of the membership fee. Here are the bank contact details:

  Bank account

  for FIEP European individual and collective members
Name of account: Dary a granty Fakulta telesnej výchovy a športu UK, BA
Name of bank: Statna pokladnica
Address of bank: Radlinskeho 32, 810 05 Bratislava, Slovakia

IBAN: SK 0281 8000 0000 7000 1502 54
BIC: SPSRSKBA
Reason of payment: FIEP + year

Collective members

Eastern, Middle and South Europe: 70, - Euro/year
Western and North Europe: 130, - Euro/year

Individual members:

Eastern, Middle and South Europe: 10, - Euro/year
Western and North Europe: 20, - Euro/year

Branislav Antala
FIEP World International Vice-president
Dubrovnik, 9th of September 2021